
Q& A
Negotiate So Everyone Wins

WaSB golD Staff aNSWeRS YOUR QUeStIONS …

 |  Be partners, not adversaries. 
The “we are all in his together” 
approach to problem-solving con-
siders the needs and interests of all, 
focusing on mutual gain not win-
lose. Behave like partners by 
acknowledging other perspectives 
and ideas and agreeing where you 
can; ask others to do the same. 

 |  Prepare. Gather 
information to help 
others fully understand 
your viewpoint and 
share it in a format that 
meets their needs — if 
they need details, 
provide them; when it 
makes more sense to cut 
to the chase, provide the 
high points and offer 
background information 
that can be reviewed on 
their own. Prior to the 
negotiation, ask yourself 

— and find answers to — the ques-
tions that those you will be negoti-
ating with are likely to ask.

 |  Create a collaborative setting. 
Jointly create an agenda that covers 
what will be addressed and how the 
meeting will be run. Find a neutral 
meeting place to keep turf issues at 
bay. Arrange seating so everyone can 

see and hear each other. Mutually 
create ground rules that encourage 
constructive dialogue and enable 
people to respectfully disagree. 

 |  Focus on interests, not positions. 
After you have considered what you 
want (your position) and why you 
want it (your interest), ask yourself 
what the others may want and why. 
As a group, list a variety of options 
to explore, including how they meet 
your needs, their needs and the 
district’s needs. Be careful not to limit 
yourself with assumptions about 
what others will or will not do.

 |  Explain rather than defend. The 
more you defend your ideas, the 
more you become committed to 
them and the harder it is to let go. 
Listen with an open mind and 
change your mind when the infor-
mation suggests you should. You’ll 

set the stage for others 
to do the same and for 
successful negotiating 
that leaves everyone a 
winner.

Helen Keller said it 
best “Alone we can do 
so little; together we can 
do so much.” Set the 
stage for collaboration 
and together you will 
succeed.  n

Stinski is a Governance and 
Leadership Development 
(GoLD) consultant.

 Q.  A WASB GoLD (Governance and Leadership Development) consultant 
told me that “A top-down, command-and-control leadership style is 

ineffective when you are dealing with the complex challenges facing our 
schools.” It has been suggested to me that this includes the need for school 
board members to negotiate differently than the collective bargaining practices 
of the past. Do you really think it’s a critical skill for school board members 
and, if so, how do we negotiate differently?

 A. Community engagement is a Key Work component, and successful 
school boards understand their ability to engage with internal and 

external stakeholders is critical to the district’s success. In order to truly 
engage with stakeholders, you need to be able to negotiate with stakeholders. 

Contrary to popular opinion, negotiation is not only a win/lose art form. 
Good negotiation is back and forth communication designed to reach an 
agreement that can be supported by all. Within any system, negotiation should 
not be a competition nor about convincing someone that you’re right and 
they’re wrong. Use these tips to set the stage for collaborative negotiating  
so everyone wins.

thIS COlUmN IS fOR YOU!

Each issue, a member of the WASB governance 
and leadership development (gold) Team answers 

member questions about board governance.

Submit your question by visiting wasb.org.  
Click the “gold” tab and then select “governance 

Questions” at the bottom of the page.  
Complete the form and your question  

may appear in the Wisconsin School News.
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Good negotiation  
is back and forth  

communication designed  
to reach an agreement  
that can be supported  

by all.


